This Tape Cutter’s blade is elastic that has a spring inside. When you need to cut the tape, just push out the blade. If the blade is running out, simply put-off the pusher than the blade will draw back. It’s safe and convenient. I think this new design can’t only help the nurses but also all the people, especially for children and the elders. It can make our life easier and safer.

Why Design?

- **Plastic material**: incision isn’t sharp enough so it’s not easy to cut
- **Stainless steel material**: heavy and the blade is too sharp that easy to stab users

Design Details

- **pusher**: 按片
- **blade**: 刀片
- **put a roll of tape**: 無帶儲放位
- **stick the cut-off tape**: 撕完膠帶儲放位

How to use

When you need to cut the tape, just push out the blade. If the blade is running out, simply put-off the pusher than the blade will draw back.